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WHY THE GROWING MAC NUMBER MATTERS

5 THINGS EVERY SMALL 
BUSINESS SHOULD KNOW 
ABOUT MAC SECURITY



More and more businesses, especially in the technology industry, 
are using Macs. Nearly two out of five small and medium-sized 
businesses (SMBs), in fact, issued Macs in 2011.1

Some Macs that make it to workplaces are personally owned, 
thanks to the bring-your-own-device (BYOD) trend, which allows 
employees to use their own devices for work. Naturally, security 
concerns arise because confidential business data is freely 
transferred from office-issued to personally owned devices. 
IT departments’ struggle to manage and support Macs is also 
becoming a cause for concern.2

1 http://blogs.forrester.com/frank_gillett/12-01-26-apple_infiltrates_the_enterprise_15_of_global_info_workers_use_apple_products_for_
work_0

2 http://www.forbes.com/sites/forrester/2012/09/05/imbibing-macs-in-the-enterprise/
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Though the Mac platform is  
gaining popularity among SMBs,  
not all of them are capable of  
supporting it. Like riding the  
mobility wave3 and moving to 
the cloud,4 using Macs without 
the necessary know-how and  
support infrastructure can be an  
organization’s downfall if not  
properly managed. Take a look  
at five facts every Mac user  
needs to know about.

3 http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/smb-primers/bring-your-own-device-trend-or-threat/
4 http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/smb-primers/cloud-computing-demystified/

SMBS THAT ISSUED MACS FROM 2009 TO 2011
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Macs are storming offices. Just ask 
your boss.
Less than a decade ago, overhead costs and a single mouse button 
were enough to woo businesses to use PCs. Now, they are finding 
more and more reasons to use Macs instead of the competition.

Thanks in part to the mobility trend, even higher-ups now use Macs 
at work. In the SMB and enterprise segments, more senior, higher-
paid, and younger workers are the usual Mac users.

In 2011, IDC reported that Mac sales increased by 51% among 
small offices with less than 10 employees. Meanwhile, Mac sales 
among small businesses (with 10–99 employees) and medium-sized 
businesses (with 100–499 employees) rose by 93.5% and 56.7%, 
respectively.5

Many organizations still think  
Macs are cost prohibitive. In  
fact, IT departments are  
citing this as a reason for not  
issuing Macs. Most  
organizations only issue Macs  
to 7% of their employees. But  
this number may rise as more  
employees consider switching  
to Macs due to iPad and  
iPhone exposure.6

5 http://arstechnica.com/apple/2011/02/apple-outgrows-pc-market-for-nearly-five-
years-aided-by-enterprise/

6 http://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2012/04/03/macs-invade-the-enterprise/

In general,  
employees who bring  

Macs to work tend to be  
more productive. They are  

power users who work  
45 hours a week and make  

44% more money.

http://articles.businessinsider.com/ 
2011-10-28/tech/30331882_1_ 

mac-users-windows-pcs- 
forrester
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Macs aren’t immune to malware.
Mac users seemed to believe Macs were immune to malware. They’re 
not.

In fact, Mac malware have been seen since floppy disks were still in 
use.7 Mac malware, then known as “viruses,” like Elk Cloner, MDEF, 
and nVIR spread via floppy disks as early as 1982. Worms like LEAP 
and LAMZEV also wreaked havoc on Macs in the past. And as the 
Mac user base continued to grow, so did the Mac malware volume, 
specifically Domain Name System (DNS) changers and rogue 
antivirus tailor-made for the OS X platform.8

7 http://mac-antivirus-software-review.toptenreviews.com/history-of-macintosh-viruses.
html

8 http://blog.trendmicro.com/a-look-into-the-most-notorious-mac-threats-infographic/

The Flashback malware 
outbreak infected over 

600,000 Macs.

http://www.trendmicro.com/us/ 
marketing/newsletter/trendsetter/ 
201206/TM_Mac_Security_Tips_ 

120608.pdf
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Cross-platform vulnerabilities are 
affecting Macs.
Java exploits—zero day or not—are transcending boundaries. Cross-
platform vulnerabilities continue to grow in number, giving bad guys 
control over infected systems, regardless of OS.9 Sophisticated 
malware like Crisis, which transforms Macs into audio surveillance 
devices, also plagued users in an attack.10

Unpatched virtual environments on Macs are potential holes 
cybercriminals can exploit as well. Just because you don’t use 
applications all the time, that doesn’t mean they should remain 
unpatched.

Though regular patching on your  
part helps, it’s also not a cure-all.  
Vendor failure to issue patches  
also puts you at risk. The  
Flashback incident, for instance,  
put Apple in a bad light. The  
company was accused of being  
slow in issuing patches compared  
with competitors, indirectly  
causing users grief as they fell  
prey to click-fraud Trojans.

9 http://blog.trendmicro.com/java-runtime-environment-1-7-zero-day-exploit-delivers-
backdoor/

10 http://blog.trendmicro.com/crisismorcut-malware-on-os-x-why-should-users-care/

Apple recorded the  
most number of  

vulnerabilities and issued  
a record number of 83  

patches for security flaws in  
Safari in March 2012.

http://www.trendmicro.com/ 
cloud-content/us/pdfs/security- 

intelligence/reports/rpt_security_ 
in_the_age_of_mobility.pdf
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Cloud integration using Macs may be 
effortless. So is losing data due to 
breaches.
The beauty of the cloud is that it allows easy data synchronization 
across multiple devices and platforms. SMBs can greatly benefit from 
reasonably priced backup and storage services that enable real-time 
employee interaction.

Like any other type of infrastructure, cloud use can be risky. Services 
like iCloud do make syncing across multiple Apple devices a breeze. 
All you need is an Apple ID to automatically upload and download 
files to and from the cloud anytime, anywhere. This puts you at risk 
though, as all it takes is for the bad guys to guess your user name 
and password to gain access to your documents and other files.

Technology journalist, Mat Honan, learned this the hard way when 
his entire digital footprint was deleted in just an hour.11 His Apple ID 
fell into the wrong hands when an Apple employee fell for a social 
engineering lure. This can be especially disastrous for SMBs whose 
operations rely on the security of the data storage services they 
subscribe to. Apart from losing pertinent data, such an incident can 
also mean incurring additional costs to repair potential damages, 
including to an organization’s reputation.

11 http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2012/08/apple-amazon-mat-honan-hacking/all/

Half of the  
SMBs who may use  

paid cloud services in  
the next five years believe  

cloud computing will be 
important to their business.

http://www.zdnet.com/blog/small- 
business-matters/microsoft-data- 

suggests-smb-cloud-adoption- 
poised-to-double/2038
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Apple’s “walled garden” approach 
doesn’t ensure security.
The close restrictive control that Apple applies to its device 
ecosystem forms its so-called “walled garden.” To SMBs, this can be 
both a good and a bad thing.

It’s good because Apple adheres to rigorous processes against 
threats. This doesn’t translate to malware immunity though, as the 
Flashback outbreak showed.12

It’s bad because organizations  
can mistakenly use the walled  
garden as an excuse for putting  
up lax security measures. As the  
BYOD trend continues to kick in,  
SMBs can’t just hide behind  
Apple’s walled garden. Putting  
up another layer of defense is  
best. Though there are fewer  
security solutions tailor-made  
for Macs, installing such can  
better ensure data security.

12 http://consumerization.trendmicro.com/consumerization-byod-jailbreak-apple-control-
enterprise-primetime/

97.5% of Macs don’t  
have antivirus installed.

Note: This number only refers to retail 
units sold in the United States and don’t 

include free security software.

http://countermeasures.trendmicro.eu/
mythbusting-mac-security/
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WHAT YOU CAN DO TO STAY SAFE FROM MAC THREATS

Here are some ways so you can secure your company’s data while using Macs:

• Separate fanfare from fact. Like any other platform, Macs also need effective security solutions to keep 
sensitive data safe from threats. Choose a solution that not only fits your organization’s size but also 
considers all the platforms your employees use.

• Make a stand against social engineering. Relying on security intelligence can help you explore various 
scenarios wherein cybercriminals were able to breach networks with the aid of malicious insiders or 
ignorant employees. Keep employees and stakeholders updated on notable security incidents. Tell them 
how they sometimes help the bad guys breach their networks by falling for cleverly crafted baits.13

• Be your own defender against BYOD-related threats. Accept the fact that the Mac user base is 
rapidly growing, even in your organization. With the advent of mobility and rich data plans, it’s safe to 
assume that personal and company data will dwell in a single device more times you can count. Form and 
implement clear BYOD policies to minimize the risk of losing data.

• Invest in IT. Cybercriminals often target SMBs because they sorely lack IT resources and are 
insufficiently secured against attacks. Fortunately, security doesn’t have to cost a lot in order to be 
effective. Organizations with limited IT resources can rely on fast, easy-to-use, and effective solutions like 
Trend Micro™ Worry-Free™ Business Security solutions.14

• You can’t have too many walls against threats. Secure your organization in more ways than one. 
Don’t be content with what your device vendor can provide. Keep in mind that malware no longer 
discriminate against platforms. Encourage regular password changes, noting that even the strongest of 
passwords aren’t crack-proof amid all kinds of information people share online.

13 http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/smb-primers/is-your-business-at-risk-of-losing-data/
14 http://www.trendmicro.com/cloud-content/us/pdfs/home/brochures/br_worryfree-family.pdf
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TREND MICRO™

Trend Micro Incorporated (TYO: 4704; TSE: 4704), a global cloud secu-
rity leader, creates a world safe for exchanging digital information with 
its Internet content security and threat management solutions for busi-
nesses and consumers. A pioneer in server security with over  
20 years’ experience, we deliver top-ranked client, server and cloud-
based security that fits our customers’ and partners’ needs, stops 
new threats faster, and protects data in physical, virtualized and cloud 
environments. Powered by the industry-leading Trend Micro™ Smart 
Protection Network™ cloud computing security infrastructure, our 
products and services stop threats where they emerge—from the Inter-
net. They are supported by 1,000+ threat intelligence experts around 
the globe.

TRENDLABSSM

TrendLabs is a multinational research, development, and support 
center with an extensive regional presence committed to 24 x 7 threat 
surveillance, attack prevention, and timely and seamless solutions 
delivery. With more than 1,000 threat experts and support engineers 
deployed round-the-clock in labs located around the globe, TrendLabs 
enables Trend Micro to continuously monitor the threat landscape 
across the globe; deliver real-time data to detect, to preempt, and to 
eliminate threats; research on and analyze technologies to combat new 
threats; respond in real time to targeted threats; and help custom-
ers worldwide minimize damage, reduce costs, and ensure business 
continuity.
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